Difficulties and inequities in access to homologous recombination deficiency testing in ovarian cancer patients
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According to the Global Cancer Statistics, in 2020 ovarian cancers were the eight most common malignancy in females. Their incidence accounted for 3.4% of all new cancer diagnoses in women worldwide [1]. They are the sixth most diagnosed cancer in women and the most lethal entity among all the gynecological cancers. In Italy more than 36,000 women live with this cancer; 6000 new cases are diagnosed every year and more than 3500 patients die for tumor—related causes [2]. Highgrade serous carcinoma (HGSC) is the most—common histotype of all ovarian cancers [3]. The high mortality is attributable to many factors including: non-specific and late symptoms and the absence of validated screening strategies that allow early diagnosis, except for women with alterations in BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes.

In women with platinum-sensitive HGSC, the introduction of Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase inhibitors (PARPi) changed the clinical outcome both in terms of progression free and overall survival [4–7]. PARPi have the best clinical benefit in BRCA1/2 mutated cancers, but a significant efficacy can be observed in BRCA wild-type tumors with homologous recombination repair deficiency (HRD) PARPi alone or in combination with antiangiogenic therapy for maintenance therapy of HRD-positive patients [6, 7] were approved by different Agencies after the results obtained in clinical trials (Food and Drug Administration [8] and European Medicines Agency [9] in 2020, and Agenzia Italiana del Farmaco [10] in 2022).

The European Expert Consensus Recommendations [11] reported that BRCA1/2 tumor assessment should be associated with the evaluation of Homologous Recombination Repair (HRR) score to extend PARPi treatment to the largest number of patients, considering that about 20–25% of HGSCs harbor BRCA1/2 alterations and about 50% are characterized by HRD [12].

The Myriad MyChoice CDx assay, used in clinical trials that led to FDA approval of olaparib and niraparib [4, 5] is considered the gold standard test to obtain an HRD score and identify candidates for PARPi. Different studies demonstrated the feasibility and robustness of in-house testing, showing high concordances with Myriad MyChoice CDx in terms of overall, positive and negative percent agreement [13–16].

The access to HRD testing which comprises BRCA1 and BRCA2 evaluation is the only suitable tool to access to olaparib or to obtain predictive information on the potential response to other PARPi. However, in Europe there are differences in the delivery of the two tests [17]. Tumor BRCA testing is usually provided by the National Health Services with access criteria and reimbursement and pricing regimes that are not homogeneous in European countries. HRD assays, even if include the evaluation of BRCA1/2 status are generally not reimbursed. They are performed in academic or central laboratories only, the cost may be prohibitive or simply unavailable in certain countries. Currently available assays need high throughput NGS platforms and streamlined testing solutions with complex workflows that limit HRD testing to local laboratories, closer to patients. Normanno et al. [18] reported a survey on the access on biomarker testing proposed by European Scientific Societies, Federations of Pharmaceuticals Industries and Cancer Patient Associations.

The study evaluated the access to biomarker testing across Europe. The Authors reported that the access to precision medicine is higher in countries with active public reimbursement agencies. Lack of diagnostic laboratory networks, absent or inadequate public reimbursement limit the access to biomarker tests in many European countries. In countries with limited public reimbursement, pharmaceutical industry and patients’ out of pocket payment were the main forms of funding for testing.

To avoid inequality and barriers the national or regional health care officers should identify the laboratories suitable to perform HRD tests, depending on the type of accreditation, the performance of the instrumentation, the staff capacity and the presence of verifiable quality assistance and quality control programs.

Only a network of laboratories that meet pre-defined struc-
tural, organizational and operative parameters can guarantee equitable access to predictive tests throughout the European countries.

This is nothing new: this is an important and proven clinical experience.

ESGO (the European Society of Gynaecological Oncology) has prepared a set of indicators for advanced ovarian cancer surgery and a consequent certification of hospital centers that offer optimal levels of surgical care. The certification is based on adherence to 10 quality indicators with scoring evaluation system designed and validated by international experts [19].

To be eligible a centre should comply with qualitative and quantitative criteria, as defined in the ESGO curriculum that enable the fellows to gain experience in care of patients with gynaecological malignancies.

Recently, the initiative of the European Union to implement “Cancer Diagnostic and Treatment for All” identified two main barriers to access to tumour biomarkers [20].

The first is a poor awareness of the benefits of biomarker testing. The second is due to inadequate infrastructures and workforce shortage. Shortage of health care workforce in many European countries is a dramatic problem that need urgent attention [21].

In conclusion the barriers to HRD testing in ovarian cancer patients reflect the inequality in access to precision medicine based on biomarkers. The community of patients with ovarian cancer need optimal infrastructure to perform the test, development of specialized knowledge in personalized medicine, and mobilization of resources to promote equal access to high quality assays.
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